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Two women are found murdered in Oslo - both of them have drowned in their own blood. What mystifies
the police, is that the puncture wounds in the victim's faces have been caused from the inside of their mouths.
Kaja Solness from Homicide is sent to Hong Kong to track down a man that is the Oslo Police Department's
only specialist on serial killings. The severely addicted detective has tried to disappear in the vast,
anonymous city. He is on the run and haunted by his last case....

The Leopard is a crime novel by Norwegian novelist, Jo Nesbo. Its Norwegian title is Panserhjerte, which
does not directly translate to The Leopard. It is the eighth novel featuring Nesbo's crime detective, Inspector
Harry Hole.

Due donne vengono trovate morte a Oslo - entrambe annegate nel loro stesso sangue. Quello che confonde la
polizia è che le ferite sui volti delle vittime siano state provocate dall'interno delle loro bocche. Kaja Solness
della Omicidi è mandata a rintracciare un uomo: l'unico specialista di omicidi seriali del dipartimento di
polizia di Oslo. Il detective, alcolista, rude e pronto a fare sempre di testa sua, si è rintanato nella vasta,
anonima Hong Kong. E come al solito in fuga ed è perseguitato dal suo caso precedente, e dai creditori. Ma
quando scopre che la sua amata ragazza (con cui ha appena litigato) potrebbe cadere nella trappola del serial
killer, torna a Oslo. Il suo nome è Harry Hole.
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From reader reviews:

Louis Hudson:

Book is to be different for every grade. Book for children until eventually adult are different content. As it is
known to us that book is very important for people. The book Il leopardo was making you to know about
other know-how and of course you can take more information. It is rather advantages for you. The book Il
leopardo is not only giving you more new information but also to become your friend when you really feel
bored. You can spend your spend time to read your guide. Try to make relationship while using book Il
leopardo. You never feel lose out for everything should you read some books.

Bradford Padgett:

Here thing why this particular Il leopardo are different and reputable to be yours. First of all reading a book
is good however it depends in the content from it which is the content is as yummy as food or not. Il
leopardo giving you information deeper as different ways, you can find any guide out there but there is no e-
book that similar with Il leopardo. It gives you thrill studying journey, its open up your current eyes about
the thing which happened in the world which is maybe can be happened around you. You can easily bring
everywhere like in recreation area, café, or even in your technique home by train. For anyone who is having
difficulties in bringing the printed book maybe the form of Il leopardo in e-book can be your substitute.

Jose Williams:

Hey guys, do you really wants to finds a new book to read? May be the book with the headline Il leopardo
suitable to you? The actual book was written by popular writer in this era. Typically the book untitled Il
leopardois the main one of several books that everyone read now. This kind of book was inspired a lot of
people in the world. When you read this guide you will enter the new dimension that you ever know ahead
of. The author explained their idea in the simple way, consequently all of people can easily to be aware of
the core of this guide. This book will give you a large amount of information about this world now. To help
you see the represented of the world with this book.

Bernice Bland:

That reserve can make you to feel relax. This book Il leopardo was colorful and of course has pictures on the
website. As we know that book Il leopardo has many kinds or category. Start from kids until adolescents. For
example Naruto or Detective Conan you can read and believe that you are the character on there. Therefore
not at all of book are usually make you bored, any it offers you feel happy, fun and chill out. Try to choose
the best book for yourself and try to like reading this.
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